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Hello readers, guess who’s back? We hope that 
you enjoyed 2021, in spite of the challenges 
presented by the COVID-19 Pandemic. We pray 
that our readers are safe, healthy and 
maintaining the usual precautions. 

This month’s newsletter is focusing on 
ecosystems and trees. We shall talk about our 
tree of the year, the current state of our 
ecosystems and the National Tree Planting day. 
Let’s GO! 

We are always open to your comments and 
contributions especially what you are doing for 
the environment or what is happening in your 
area so that we can feature in our newsletter. 
Please send these to the Editor on 
infor@blackcrystal.co.zw. If you no longer wish 
to subscribe to the Crystal, please email us this 
instruction on the same email address. 

The Black Crystal Consulting Team.  

 

 

Contact Details 

33 Bayswater Road,  
Highlands,  
Harare, Zimbabwe 
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Tree of the year 

So, this year like any other we will talk about the 
tree of the year, which is chosen due to its 
potential to contribute to the socio-economic 
well-being of the country in term of its food 
and/or medicinal properties. This year’s tree is 
called Musekesa or Ihabahaba in Shona and 
IsiNdebele, the English name is Monkey bread 
or Camel’s foot and the Botanical name is 
Piliostigma Thonnigii. This tree is found all over 
Zimbabwe, if you look in your neighbourhood 
you might just find it. It bears fruits that are in the 
form of large pods that do not explode when 
mature like most other plants with similar fruits, 
instead they fall to the ground, decay and/or get 
broken up.  

This tree has several specific uses besides the 
common ones that have been utilised by our 
ancestors especially for medicinal purposes. It 
has been used to treat several diseases 
including ulcers, wounds, heart pain, diarrhoea, 
leprosy, gingivitis and many other ailments. It’s 
a very impressive flora species as almost all of 
it parts can be used for something from the roots 
to the bark to the leaves. It also known to 
colonise and entire area within a short period of 
time which makes it ideal for reforestation 
activities. 

 

Tree planting day 

The National Tree Planting Day is 
commemorated every year on the first Saturday 
of December the day is set aside to encourage 
the nation to plant and conserve trees, to 

enlighten Zimbabweans on the importance of 
forest and woodland resources, to enhance 
biodiversity, to enhance food security and most 
importantly to mitigate the impacts of climate 
change (Forestry Commission). It is a day that 
we should take time to reflect on how our actions 
are impacting the environment around us. It 
should be seen as a day to pass on knowledge 
to the young generation on why conservation is 
an important concept that they should adopt at 
a young age. 

  

Our Ecosystems and Trees 

Zimbabwe has been plagued with issues of 
conservation from poaching, irresponsible 
mining, veld fires to unsustainable agriculture, 
the list goes on and on but by far deforestation 
has been the biggest environmental issue in 
Zimbabwe to date. If you pay attention, you’ll 
notice all those other issues mentioned above 
involve some degree of deforestation which is 
why we are losing our forest resources at an 
alarming rate and yet trees play a very important 
role in our lives.  

Trees are perhaps the most important feature of 
an ecosystem as they have a huge ecological 
service. They are responsible for; keeping soil 
from eroding through their roots and breaking 
the wind, providing food for at least 70 percent 
of the animals in forests, contributing to the 
rainfall through transpiration, cleaning our air, 
water and soil through phytoremediation, 
providing a habitat for all wildlife, making the 
environment beautiful, providing 40 percent of 
medicines that we use in our day to day lives, 
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providing a cool environment during hot summer 
days, the list is endless but the point is trees are 
special and have to be treated as such.  

 

How to Plant a tree 

The benefits of planting a tree may not be seen 
immediately but future generations will 
assuredly reap the benefits that a tree provides. 
This is why it is necessary for us to intentionally 
set out to make the world better for our children 
and their children. We can easily do this by 
planting trees  and this can be done by following 
these 5 easy steps: 

1. Decide where you want to plant your 
tree and mark it.  

2. Measure the roots so you know how 
deep to dig. 

3. Dig a hole large enough to 
accommodate your tree size. 

4. Place the tree into the hole gently and 
position it well. 

5. Backfill the hole with a mixture of 
compost and soil. 

That’s it! That’s how you can plant your own 
tree. Be sure to take note to pick the best tree 
for your area, climate and soil type. Also assure 
that you take good care of the tree after planting 
by watering it, using mulch and pruning it.  

 

Society’s Influence on the Environment 

A lot of times we think that it’s only the 
government, the rich or people of influence that 
can make a difference. Luckily for us, that’s not 
true. In the line of environmental issues, one 
small step can go a long way. One tree planted 
by you today will result in a habitat for tens or 
even hundreds of animals and depending on the 
tree, it will also provide food for animals and us 
as humans. Don’t undermine your influence 
when it comes to saving the planet! 

Queen Elizabeth Primary located in Bulawayo 
held a tree planting event on the 14th of 
December 2021 in efforts to raise awareness on 
the importance of trees and how necessary our 
input is as individuals. Young children made a 
big impact on this day, we can do the same, if 
not more. 
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Fun Facts on Trees 

1. Trees are the longest living 
organisms on Earth, and never die 
of old age. 

2. Tree rings can predict climate 
change. A tree’s rings don’t only 
reveal its age; they can also 
indicate the occurrence of natural 
disasters such as a volcanic 
eruption or a drought event. In the 
years of good growth, 
characterized by a healthy supply of 
resources, the ring is thick. It is thin 
when resources are scarce in the 
ecosystem. 

3. Trees are able to communicate and 
defend themselves against 
attacking insects. Trees flood their 
leaves with chemicals called 
phenolics when the insects begin 
their raid. They can also signal 
danger to other trees so they can 
start their own defence. 

4. Trees block noise by reducing 
sound waves. 

5. Trees can help you find your way if 
you get lost in the woods. If you’re 
in the northern hemisphere, you 
can see the rings of the tree grow 
slightly thicker on the southern side 
since it receives more light the 
opposite is true for the southern 
hemisphere. 

 

 

 

What’s New 

 During COP26 in Glasgow our 
President pledged that the government 
will be fighting Climate Change through 
combating deforestation. He said that 
“Zimbabwe has revised its nationally 
determined contributions, a committed 
conditional 40% per capita greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction target by 2030. 
Comprehensive strategies are being 
implemented towards mainstreaming 
climate change adaptation and 
resilience across all sectors of our 
economy”. This is your chance to be 
innovative and assist in achieving this 
goal. 

 Did you know that Zimbabwe is 
planning to launch its first space 
satellite in 2022, this project will be 
undertaken by the Zimbabwe National 
Geospatial and Space Agency 
ZINGSA. The satellite named ZIMSAT-
1 will be deployed for earth observation 
satellites, global navigation satellite 
systems, geospatial and space 
technologies. 
 

 The Forestry Commission managed to 
plant 12 million trees out of their 25 
million goal this year which is an 
indication that they’re willing to fight 
Climate Change.  It is important that we 
also help them in this fight as it is our 
fight too. 

 Did you know that drones are now being 
used in agriculture and afforestation 
activities? They’re way more efficient 
and disturb the soil less during these 
activities this is a great opportunity for 
our engineers to develop such 
technologies for our farmers to make 
their work easier and more efficient. 
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Conclusion 

 

As we draw close to the end of the year, we 
would like to remind you to take the heed to keep 
our environment clean and safe. We all have a 
part to play when it comes to conserving our 
surrounding ecosystems and we should take 
forth the responsibility to leave a clean and 
productive earth for the future generation. 
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